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Introduction

Lottery industry contributes nearly 29% of the total global gambling revenue. This fact alone cements the popu-
larity that lottery games have gained over the years. But people’s attraction for Lottery games is not a recent 
phenomena. If we turn the history pages backward, there are numerous instances which prove that Lottery 
Games were part and parcel of people's daily lives in those times too.

And not just for amusement purpose, Lotteries have time and again proved as major financial sources for Kings 
and Emperors. A popular example in this regard is of the The Great Wall of China built by the great Han Dynasty 
between 205 and 187 BC. It is believed that The Great Wall of China was just one of the many projects that 
lotteries helped finance during the Great HAN Dynasty Rule. If chines       e were building walls using accrues 
from Lottery sales, Romans were using lotteries for financing maintenance and repair work of, the world’s first 
megacity, Rome. So, Lotteries have time and again been the backbone of some tremendous human achieve-
ments.

The present day lottery Industry has its roots in the early renaissance period. Italy was the heart of the Renais-
sance and the country was booming in all sectors viz. Finance, Art and Science. It was primarily used to finance 
wars at that time. Also, people of Milan use to bet on the names for the Great Council members. At that time the 
names were selected by chance (five out of ninety candidates every six months) and this is exactly how the 
seeds for modern day Lotto Games were laid. Within a short time the Italian Lottery wave reached other Euro-
pean powerhouses like Netherland, France and UK.

Today lottery Industry has its wings spread across the globe. Though, regulations have also crept in but the 
attraction and thrill of lottery games have only increased with time. Research data claims that each American 
spends an average of $206.69 on lottery tickets a year.

But does this mean that the golden period for the Lottery industry will go on forever. In fact, a look at the Global 
lottery sales year-on-year growth rate for the period 2010-17 shows a sharp decline.

Against the the first half of the decade that recorded an average growth of 8.2%, the later half has recorded only Against the the first half of the decade that recorded an average growth of 8.2%, the later half has recorded only 
3.3% (approx) growth. Industry experts digitization, growing options for skill based games, as well as unfairness 
in lottery industry are the key factor behind this depreciated growth rate.

Modern Lottery Industry



Digitization

The digital age is now in its adolescence stage. And just like adolescence it has the power to shape the future 
landscape of the Lottery industry. But a major player in the digital industry are skill based games like 888poker, 
dream eleven which were early adopters and now command a strong market share. The Lottery industry has 
tried to gain substantial ground in digital space but the results have been far from satisfactory. As the digital 
space evolves further, the Lottery Industry will find itself faced with greater challenges against established 
players.

Over the years, Lottery has gained an unwanted repute for being unfair. There susceptibility for fraud has also 
kept a major portion of the middle and high income groups at arms distance from the industry. Furthermore, 
there are instances of players and participants tricked by third parties with fraudulent software that promise 
increasing the player's chances of selecting the winning numbers. Hence, the industry has been a victim of cen-
tury old misconceived public perception and fraudulent claims by black hats.

Unfairness

Blockchain is a fairly new term in the technology landscape. Post the Bitcoin Gold Rush of the 2016-17 and 
increased awareness of the Information technology, Blockchain is now seen as the next big thing in the Finance 
and Technology Sector. While the scope for Blockchain implementation is wide and varied, for this whitepaper 
we will keep our focus on its impact on e-Lottery Industry alone.

In layman's term, Blockchain is a decentralised way of record keeping. This means that all transactions on the 
blockchain network are for everyone else to see. Every node/participant on the blockchain network has a copy 
of the public ledger and any change on the public ledger is immediately reflected on the individual copies too. 
This way the system offers unwavering transparency to network participants and service providers.

Participants in the blockchain network are anonymously identified.Participants in the blockchain network are anonymously identified. They are given a unique hex (randomly gen-
erated combination of numbers, alphabets and special characters) identity. Every participant has a private/public 
key for accessing the network. And all transactions are cryptically secured. This grants unprecedented security 
to user identity, data and network details.

BlockChain For E-Lottery



Research shows that 64% of global lottery sales are concentrated in Europe and North America. This means 
that there is huge potential and scope in untapped South East Asian markets like China, India, MalaySia, Singa-
pore and Sri Lanka.

In most countries, a portion of lottery revenue is used for public welfare project related primarily to health and 
education sectors. In island nation like Sri Lanka, a major portion of the president fund as well as consolidated 
funds comes from lottery sales revenue. President and Consolidated Funds play increasingly important role 
during disaster reliefs and rehabilitation programmes. It is an important contributing factor in major public sector 
projects in developing and developed countries.

Airtoto Blockchain Lottery will be the flag bearer for ensuring fair play and eAirtoto Blockchain Lottery will be the flag bearer for ensuring fair play and efficient distribution of part of the 
sales revenue in government schemes and projects of the respective state or region.

AirToto Blockchain Lottery will facilitate faster cross-border lotteries. All nations today agree on the advantages 
that blockchain offers over traditional methods/modes of transactions. But cryptocurrency is a debatable con-
cern for many countries across the globe. Keeping the discrepancies in mind, AirToto will offer two forms of 
e-Lottery.

The Blockchain Advantage For E-Lottery Ecosystem
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The Development Team

AirToto Blockchain

ATT Token and AirToto Wallet

ATT Token Features



ATT Wallet Features

ATT Token ICO

Token Distribution

ICO or Initial Coin Offering are means for Blockchain startups to cover upfront hardware, technical and develop-
ment cost of projects. AirToto will also follow the tried and tested ICO-model for fund generation. Airtoto will use 
part of the ICO Fund for Blockchain Integration, Airtoto Marketing and Operational costs.

Airtoto will distribute ATT Tokens in a 80:20 ratio.

70% or 210,000,000 
Tokens will be sold via via 
ICO and Private Sale

10% ATT Coins will be 

reserved for rewards 

(Bounties, Referrals,  Airdrops)

20% ATT tokens will be 

reserved for Founders and 

Developers of Airtoto

70%

20%

Sale

Airtoto

10%
Airdrops

Total 
ATT Coins 
300, 000, 000.



Token Price

ICO Dates

Stage ICO Name ICO Period ATT Token Price ATT Tokens on Sale



Discount and Bonus

AirToto Token For Investors

AirToto App and E-Lottery Games

ICO Time Period Bonus on ATT Token Purchase



4-Digit e-Lottery

The 4-Digit e-Lottery or 4-D is a perfect game of chance where players need to select a random number in the 

range of 0000 to 9999. Players will be issued a ticket bearing the selected number. The ticket will also have a 

printed serial number which is recorded on the central system in Colombo too. The serial number is for future 

reference with winning number in case a match is made. The record in the central system will hold good in 

case of any ambiguities in central computer data record and record on the issued ticket. Prizes will be given to 

exact matches of four and three digits.

6-Digit e-Lottery

The 6-Digit e-lottery will offer better odds of winning to participants. Players will be required to elect or pick any 

6 numbers from a field of given numbers (1 to 36 or 1 to 42). Prize will be decided based on a range of correct 

matches starting with the the Jackpot i.e six correct matches. Five, four, three and two correct matches will 

also attract prizes.

4-D Play Modes

The 4-D lotto offers a wide array of playing option to participants. Based on their preferences players will be 

able to participate on a number of [playing options.

In this mode, the selected number must exactly match the drawn number.

Players/participants can register and join the games via AirToto App or the AirToto Website. Using the AirToto is 
recommendable. The reasons for this are:

Play Anytime Anywhere.

Real Time Analysis of Winnings and Bets.

Compatibility with Airtoto wallet/FIAT Currency

Last but not least, even in jurisdictions where cryptocurrency use is regulated, players can still 

participate in the lottery using FIAT currencies.



The Draw and Tickets



Distribution of Funds Collected from Lottery Ticket Sales

4D Sample Prize Structure

Distribution of AirToto Prize Pool

No. Percentage of Funds Distributed   Target    

60%

05%

10%

10%

Prize pool

Advertising fund

Commission

Technical costs (gas payments for transactions)

1.

2.

3.

4.

Prize Payout percentage (ie {payout x 100}/sales} varies from draw to draw. But considering the law 

of averages, the payout     percentage of the above prize structure would be about 55%

Prize Category Match n Number Prizes for Every Policy

1 US2500 US 1500

1 US2000 US 1100

1 US1000 US 500

1st Prize

2nd Prize

3rd Prize

10 US 180Starter



For 6D Lottery games, AirToto will follow 3 Prize structures.

Prize Category Type 1 Match Type 2 Match Type 3 Match

6 Nos

5 Nos

4 Nos

1st Prize

2nd Prize

3rd Prize

4 Nos

6 Nos

(5 + 1) Nos

5 Nos

4 Nos4th Prize

- 3 Nos

6 Nos

(5 + 1) Nos

5 Nos

(4 + 1) Nos

4 Nos5th Prize

- - (3 + 1) Nos6th Prize



Sticking strictly to tradition and also to maintain the authenticity of the draw, the draw will be carried out using 
numbered balls. To ensure excitement, fairness and continued interest, live broadcast of the number drawing 
event will be held. The numbered balls will be encased in a transparent container with four manually or electri-
cally operated drums. Each drum will have ten balls marked '0' to '9'. A ball is drawn at random from each drum. 
The number marked on each ball drawn consecutively from each drums is the lucky draw or the 4-D number for 
that prize. Once confirmed the balls are returned to the drums for the next set of winning 4D numbers.

Winners Announcement

Setting Prize amount has always been tricky for Lotto organizers around the globe. AirToto will adopt two meth-
ods to cap prize amounts and preserve profit returns for the Government. Airtoto will be tasked to develop a 
computer algorithm or program to analyse a proposed prize table and calculate the confidence factor for a 
required return.

Paying Prizes

Statistical Probability will be used to evaluate and allocate prize level against each drawn number. We will also 
take into account the confidence factor for a required return while preparing the prize table.

Statistical Probability



As discussed above, we will employ both long and short terms limits on most frequently selected numbers as 
well as 'hot' numbers.

In addition to this, Airtoto will also check double-spending on prize money. This would be done by limiting cash 
payment to minimum. Only a part of the prize would be paid in cash, the remaining amount would be dispersed 
to the accounts of the winner via Airtoto tokens. The Central System immediately red flags any duplicate claims 
on prize money as all records are part of a public ledger. The public distributer ledger immediately broadcasts 
the payment confirmation to all terminals, ATT App and respective sales agents.

Limit on Hot Numbers

Traditional lotteries have been time and again called out for unfairness, manipulation or fraud. Blockchain based 
E-Lottery is a step away from the these issues that have long plagued the lottery industry . Blockchain is based 
on a publicly shared distributed ledger. This means all records and information will be part of a public network 
accessible to all participants, stakeholders and authorized government entities.

The distributed nature promises unmatched transparency as well as addresses and settles common grievances 
like

Benefits Of Blockchain based AirToto Lottery

Frequently used numbers like 1234 and 8888

Hot numbers like today's date, National holidays etc.

Is the money really accumulated in one pool?

Is RNG truly random and secure?

Is the jackpot winner real?

Are the prizes paid on time?



Zero Investment Burden

Foreign Investment

Technology Exchange

FAQ’s

Why is Closed Round Funding or Private Sale important?



Will Lottery be launched before or Post ICO ?

What would be the wallet?

What is the RNG Algorithm used during Airtoto Lottery and will it be shared?

How do Buy Air Lotto tokens?

Will AirToto(ATT) token be listed on cryptocurrency exchanges?

How will sales Commissions be paid?

Is snowballing part of Ethereum Contracts?

When will Air Lotto tokens be listed on cryptocurrency exchanges?

Is there any minimum cap on investment?



What will your marketing campaign include apart from the bounty program? Are you open to 

collaboration? 

Will there be referral campaign?

Will there be email marketing campaign?

Will there be Airdrop Programs?

Will AirLotto participate in international events like The ICE Gaming Show and the London Affiliate 

Conference?

How to verify winnings and the number of tickets sold ?

Are Smart Contracts verified and checked by Auditors?

Will you add more Lottery games in future?

What if the ICO turns out to be big hit and you surpass your expectations for funds raised?



Will KYC be necessary for ICO participation?

Do you have a soft cap / hard cap?

What do you think are the main risks to the project?

What happens if all tokens are not sold out?


